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20 construction projects underway
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A desire, to have more than
just basic items and to have
them right away, coupled'with
government inflexibility, are
the driving forces behind the recent pro-democracy demonstrations in East Germany, said a
University of Maine professor
last week.
According to Jacob Naor,
professor of marketing, many
are loyal to East Germany, but
an inability to buy certain items
has generated frustration and
dissatisfaction.
Government subsized items,
such as basic food, clothing,
transportation and housing, are
no longer enough, Naor said.
East Germans want more than
the necessities.
"If you are in an ongoing
state of frustration, you come to
a level when dissatisfaction exceeds the loyalty factor, said
Naor, who lived inLeipzig,East
Germany for six-months on a
Fulbright Scholarshipt.That is
what has happened to many
young people in East Germany,
he said.
Leipzig, the second largest city in the German Democratic
Republic, has been the site of recent demonstrations and protests. The protests, which according to the Bangor Daily News

**...-the biggest street-pe&- resfriettons
--causing
discentent ment.
tests in East Germany since
-Travel to the west has been
Soviet tanks put down a
workers' uprising in 1953," curtailed sharply," Naor said.
Now an individual often needs
were coupled with the exodus of
thousands of East Germans to an invitation to travel.
Naor was in East Germany
the west.
Naor said the government's from January to July 1989 after
inflexibility has also con- receiving his second Fulbright
tributed to dissatisfaction on
Scholoarship. The award is a
the part of the German people. worldwide governmental_ ex"The government has not change program of students
recognized the problems and and faculty.
Teaching and lecturing, Naor
dealt with them straightforwardly, said Naor, who taught said-hr-had "excellent contact
at an East German trade- with students and teachers.
oriented university (which is
"I was very impressed with
equivalent to UMaine's College the quality of students and instructors," he said. "The
of Business).
The East German govern- students
are
extremely
ment comptisevera! pafties, motivated and industrious."
with the Socialist Unity Party
Describing the students as
being the dominant force. very select and organized, Naor
Formed in the early 1950s, the told of how one club designed,
party has two governmental built, staffed and ran a student
components--socialism and coffee shop.
communism, Naor said.
In addition to his teaching
The government has focused duties, Naor also conducted
on national goals and priorities, research. He found interviewing
namely housing, energy and
managers, palticularly_in
electronics, said the Watervjle wholesaling and retailing areas,
resident. Because East German to be quite open.
resources are allocated to these
"(The managers) were exareas, there is nothing left for, tremely forthcoming with
luxury items, such as stereos, data,'" Naor said. "They can
electric household goods and and do joke and criticize. The
fashion. For example, Naor said people--are not afraid."
"I was very open and they
a new or used car. costs 20,000
marks, which is equal to 20 were very open," Naor said.
months of salary. Then-there is "I never felt anybody was watthe 14-year wait for a new car. ching or following me."
Naor also cited increased travel
(see GERMAN page 4)

by Beth Staples
Staff Writer
Big things are happening at the University of Maine.
With various campus construction projects underway, and
over $500,000 donated to the university in a month's time,
UMaine is breaking new ground with new facilities, projects,
and scholarship funds. UMaine President Dale Lick attributed
the current construction progress to "a lot of hard work by
a lot of people."
"The Board (of Trustees) has been very supportive, the
chancellor has been supportive, the legislature paid attentkin
and the citizganr understood what needed to be done and voted
for it," he said.
At the September meeting of the BUT, Chancellor Robert
Woodbury reported that 20 construction projects are underway
at UMaine.
The cost of the projects range from $23,364 (reroofing LitHall lobby)tolt6;10k-000-1con-struetIon ofi
residentie
facilities).
The degree to which the projects are completed also vary
greatly. Some projects, such as the bookstore addition, are 99
percent complete. Other projects, like the performing arts connector from Maine Center for the Arts to Memorial Union, are
still in the conceptual planning stages. Additional campus projects, either in the planning or construction stages include:
-Somerset and Jenness parking lots
-an addition to Boardman Hall
-social work building
-science buildine
(see PROJECTS page.- -

Man summonsed for
campus vandalism
by Doug Vanderweide
Staff Writer
Weekend vandalism in an Oxford Hall parking lot has
wound up in approximately
$3000 in damage to 15
automobiles and the summons
of an 18-year-old Caribou man.
Mark D. Adams, 18, of 27
Dahlgren Street, Caribou, was
summonsed for
criminal
mischief in relation to the incident, according to investigator
William L. Laughlin of the
University of Maine Department of Public Safety.
Adams is scheduled to be arrained on Oct. 27 in Second
District Court in Bangor, according to Laughlin, who said that
a heavier charge of aggravated
criminal mischief may be
brought against Adams by that
date.
Laughlin said the several
damages will most likely be

combined into a single case
against Adams.
Laughlin also said that he is
following up "several leads"
Az-1*h may result in charges being brought against another
individual.
According to Laughlin, the
incident ocuured Sunday morning, Oct. 15, at approximately
3:24 a.m., and not on Saturday
morning as The Daily Maine
Campus had
originally
reported. Fifteen cars had scratched paint, broken windshields,
broken antennas, and the like,
with total damages to all the
vehieles approaching $3000,
Laughlin said.
He also said it was the call of
4 "concerned student" that tipped the UMaine Department of
Public Safety off.
"That's the kind of thing we
like to encourage," said
Laughlin.
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University of Maine Rape Awareness Program Committee
Presents

RAPE AWARENESS WEEK

News Briefs
Reagan speaks out on astrology

Monday
October 16
8:00 p.m.

"EVERYDAY SEDUCTIONS AND
OUTRAGEOUS ACTS"
Keynote Address .by Mary Koss, Ph.D.
Maine Center for the Arts - Hutchins Concert Hall
Reception Following - Everyone is Welcome to Attend

Tuesday
October 17
12:30 p.m.

"ISSUES FOR RAPE SURVIVORS"

Wednesday
October 18
2:00 p.m.

MEN STOPPING RAPE INFORMATION
SESSION

By Mary Koss, Ph.D
101 Neville Hall

All men concerned with helping stop the crime of rape are
invited to attend the, informational session. Through a united
effort men can educate others about the issue of rape
North Lown Room, Mernonal Union

NEW YORK(AP)—Nancy Reagan
says she began consulting an
astrologer during her husband's years
in the White House as a way of dealing with the fear she felt after an
assassination attempt on the
resident.
In her soon7to-be-published
memoirs, Mrs. Reagan said her consultation with astrologer Joan
Quigley **began as a crutch" after
Ronald Reagan was shot in 1981 and
was "something I did to hedge our
bets, to try to keep Ronnie from getting shot again."
It eventually became "an enormous
embarrassment" to Reagan when it
was revealed in the news media.
The book, "My Turn, The
Memoirs of Nancy Reagan," written with ghostwriter William Novak,
is excerpted in the Oct. 23 issue of
Newsweek magazine. It will be
published later this month by Random House.
She said she started talking to

Quigley after entertainer Mery Griffen told her Quigley had predicted
ahead of time that the day Reagan
was shot would be a dangerous day
for him. She called her sessions with
Quigley "helpful and comforting"
and likened her to a therapist.
In anidterview broad-cist SliFiday
on CBS'"60 Minutes" program, Mrs.
Reagan confirmed that her astrologer
advised her on dates for presidential
trips and news conferences.
"She-. would pick out dates that
were good or badi" Mrs. Reagan
said of her husband's planned trips.
"If it was ... if he were going, say
to Chicago, and I would say to her,
"Gee, is it better if he leaves in the
morning or the afternoon?" Or
maybe the night before. And she'd tell
me. 1 didn't see anything wrong with
that."
Mrs. Reagan said the same was true
with news conferences, but no
political decisions were ever based on
astrology.

NYSE knocks down stock prices
3:00 p.m.
-

THE AFTERMATH OF RAPE:
HOW TO HELP
Facilitated by Lennie Mullin-Giles,
Rape Response Services of Bangor
North Lowri Room, Memonal Union

7:00 p.m.

"INTIMATE ENCOUNTERS"
A Performance by ELITE (Family Life in Theater Education)
Depicting fkitential Dating Situations College Students
May Encounter
101 Neville Hall

Thursday
October 19
11:00 a.m.

"ALCOHOL & AQUAINTANCE RAPE:
CAUSE AND EFFECT"
Kathy Maietta, MSW Substance Abuse Services
North Bangor Lounge

3:00 p.m.

MEN'S PERSPECTIVES ON THE ISSUE OF
RAPE
Chris Almay, District Attorney
.
Robert Whelan, Executive Assistant to Ihe'VP for
Academic Affairs
Sutton Lounge

6:30 p.m.

UNITED AGAINST RAPE MARCH
Sponsered by the Women's Center
Men, Women and Children Welcome
Childcare Available - Call 581-1935 or 1939
library Steps
Refreshments in the Damn Yankee
Banner Winners Announced

STOP BY THE INFORMATION TABLES IN THE UNION
(MONDAY - FRIDAY
10-00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.)

"Friends Don't Force Friends"

TO-spe
—cni ate how the market might
NEW YORK(AP)—Strong selling
fare during the remainder of the day,
knocked down a broad range of stock
the first session since the I90.58-point
prices today in the wake of the worst
drop in the Dow Jones industrial
setback on Wall Street Since the crash
average on Friday.
of 1987, but blue chip shares bobbed
Substantial price declines enup from an early plunge.
couraged some buyers to go after
The Dow Jones average of 30 industrials, which-sank more than 49 —bargains, which helped-lift-the Dow
Jones industrial average. Computerpoints in the first 30 minutes of
driven
program trading intensified the
trading, sported a gain of 36.27 points
price swings.
at 2,605.53 by 2 p.m. on Wall Street.
AMR, owner of American
Trading volume was extremely
Airlines, skidded 16 7/8 to 811
/
4 after
heavy. Volume on the Big Board came
investor Donald Trump announced he
to 330.51 million shares with two
had withdrawn his.il20-a-share offer
hours left to go, which would be an
for the company.
unusually hefty amount for an entire
day.
UAL, parent of United Airlines,
Losers maintained a wide lead over
tumbled 551
/
2 to 224 1/4. Word that
gainers on the Big Board, with 1,202
an employee-led group seeking to buy
down in price, 470 up and 252
UAL for $6.75 billion had failed to
unchanged.
secure financing was cited as the
The NYSE's composite index of all
direct cause of the mdtket's drop on
its listed common stocks rose 1.47 to
Friday. The news cast doubts on all
187.03.
future debt-financed corporate
Wall Street analysts were reluctant
takeovers.

Last of Hugo clean-up in South
CHARLESTON, S.C. (AP) - The
historic Battery has been spruced up,
the tourists have been invited back,
and all but one'of the emergency
shelters for victims of Hurricane
Hugo have been closed.
But the recovery of this 319-yearold city has largely bypassed the poor,
and many families left homeless. by
the storm 31
/
2 weeks ago wonder
where they will get their next meal
and how long they can depend on
charity for a place to sleep.
"We've been going from place to
place. This is the fourth place we've
stayed," said Ethel Williams, 77,
bedridden with a cold last week at the
Ebenezer
African
Methodist
Episcopal Church shelter.
Mrs. Williams hasn't been able to
return to Ansonborough Homes, a
low-income housing project, since it
was flooded with 4 feet of water by
the I8-foot tidal surge that came
ashore with Hugo on Sept. 21.
Joining Mrs. Williams in her wor-

ries was her 78-year-old neighbor,
Rosa Ferguson, who retired on a small
pension.
"I don't know where I'm going to
_live," Mrs. Ferguson said. "The only thing I wish for is they could turn
me out to a shelter of my own, that
I could find my own shack."
The two women are far from alone.
The church is feeding about 150
people a day and housing 16, with
more expected, said the Rev. Charles
McLamore.
"We're talking about the people
who've got no family to go to, got no
insurance to repair their home," he
said. "Those kind of people that lost everything they had, and a paycheck
won't cover it."
Hugo killed 33 people in the Caribbean and 29 on the U.S. mainland.
In South Carolina, 18 were killed,
270,000 left jobless and 50,000 to
65,000 lost homes. Damage to homes,
businesses and the farming, fishing,
timber and tourism industries has
been estimated at $4 billion or more.
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Men and rape
by Alec Richardson and Marc Saulnier
Special to the Campus
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It is late afternoon. Bob is visiting
Nancy at her dorm room. He is aroused
as he watches her change her clothes. He
tells her that he would like to have sexual intercourse. She tells him that she's
not in the mood. Bob says, "Well, how
about tonight?" Nancy replies, I might
feel like it later, let's wait until.
tonight." Later that evening, they are
in Nancy's bed, naked. Bob, feeling
"turned on," say, "Well, iiow about
it nosv?''Nancy replies,-"Tin sorry, bur1 am really too tired." Bob becomes
angered and forces sexual in,ercourse
despite her objections.
The above situation is rape. however,
if one were to ask how this.couid have
been prevented, many would mo t likely begin with Nancy's actions: "Wny did
she get into bed naked?" "Well, sh said
that later on she might feel like hiving
sex." The sad truth is that one tonds
to look at the victim for metho‘k of
prevention, and not to the rapist. H
can we put an end to this violent at,
when our society so often sympathizes
with the rapist?
According to Dr. Mary Koss, over 30
percent of first sexual experiences are the
result of "aquaintance rape." What's
more, this form of rape occurs everyday
at college campuses! It concerns us that
rape forces women to live by a set of
guidelines that are virtually unknown to
men. For instance, women may feel that
they need to be accompanied by a friend
when they go out on a date. They may
also plan "escape routes" from social
situations. Fear of rape can turn a
woman's life into a constant source of
panic. As members of Men Stopping
,wcare_also concerned about this
• RaPe,
issue because men who rape give other

men a bad reputation. As men, we are
frustrated by not being trusted. On a
personal level, we may feel that we can
and should be trusted. However, as a
result of the rapes that do occur, those
of us who are sincere with our emotions
are nevertheless placed into the same
category as rapists.
Another important point to remember
is the myth that men cannot be raped.
Indeed they can. However, they are most
often raped by other men, and so the
root of the problem still appears to be
within men. Some men can understand
how women feel about the possibility of
rape. For example, some men display a
similar fear while they are living amongst
other men in a prison atmosphere.
Although this cannot entirely compare
with the magnitude of the problem the
women face, the tact remains that there
are comparable fears.
Men Stopping Rape is made up of
men who are concerned about helping
to stop the crime of rape. We believe
women are not responsible for preventing rape because they are not the cause.
Men commit rape, and thus, we see
education for men as the solution for
this violence. We are a group of men
with a common goal: education. We
believe that by educating and working
together, we can address the problem effectively and make a diffbrence.
The University of Maine's Men Stopping Rape Chapter is providing an information session from 2 to 3 p.m. on —
Wednesday, Oct. 18 in the North Lown—
Room. All concerned men are encouraged to attend. We hope to see you there.

Alec Richardson and Marc Saulnier are
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The commuter parking lot near the Maine Center for the Arts continues to be
crowded day after day. Administrators hope the construction of new lots around
the campus will help resolve the parking crunch at ['Maine.

seniors at the University of Maine and
co-Os-aided of Men Stoppine Rgpe.
_

Distinguished Lecture Series

FREE

SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR
STUDENTS WHO NEED

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Every Student is Eligible for Some Type of
Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Inecirne

• We have a data bank of over 200 000 listings of scholarships fellowships grants and loans representing over S10 billion in private sector
funding
• Many scholarships are given to students based on their academic interests career
plans, family heritage and place of residence
• There s money available for students who have been newspaper carriers, grocery
clerks, cheerleaders. non-smokers
etc
• Results GUARANTEED
CALL
ANYTIME

For

A Free Brochure

4141

(800)346-6401
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College Student Discount Card

$40
Ski Free the first day. Receive a $5 discount on each full
day lift ticket you purchase.

College Season Pass

$275
Unlimited Skiing from November to May!

Contact Your College Rep:
JONATHAN HAHN

866-3863

ORVILLE SCHELL
America's Foremost Authority on
China and the Chinese People
Orville Schell has chronicled China's path from
austerity to "Holiday-inn decors," from model
operas to modernist poetry, in five books and
numerous writings for such publications as Atlantic
Monthly, New Republic, the New Yorker. His story
will revise your thinking or China today, and give
you new insight into what the future holds for this
fascinating nation.

TUESDAY,OCTOBER 17TH AT 8 P.M.
MAINECENTER FOR THE ARTS

FREE & OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

•

-;•
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*German

(continued from page 1)

Naor also collaborated with the trade
it is very difficult to fire people. For Exschool's professors and distributed a
ample, Naor said East German women
questionnaire on the East Germans'
have a one-year maternity leave with full
perception of managers.
pay and a guaranteed job to return to.
"Fast German industry is highly
Describing the East German people as
developed...but there are fewer choices
"wonderful," Naor said they are antiwith consumer goods," Naor explainmilitaristic. "They don't want to be in the
ed. "There is no variety of styles."
frontlines.
While there are deficiencies in con"Students wanted a movement,"
sumer goods, prices for the basics have
Naor said. "I think now they realize they
been stable since 1972, Naor said. Curare being listened to.
rent East German leader Erich
"Frustration is a continuum. Those—
Honecker, who believes basics are key,
who left (East Germany) were at the top
came to power in 1972, he said.
iof that continuum)," he said. "I
There are no homeless in East Get- think the level of dissatisfaciiOn will many and little crime, he continued. And
detrease."
".•••iir•••••..

sProjecte

•

(continued (NM palke

accessibdil; Alumni Association'gave oveiWOO to
Stevens
-North
the Senior Alumni Scholarship, the
renovations
-Memorial Gym renovations and Maine Scholars Program, athletic
scholarships and additions to the gym.
addition-s.
Great Northern Paper Company,
While UMaine and private donors are Boise Cascade Corporation, and
dishing out a considerable amount of Georgia Pacific Corporation each' gave
money for various projects, some funds gifts of at least $10,000 to the
are coming into the university as well. Cooperative Forestry Research Unit.
Gifts of cash and negotiable securities
received by UMaine between the August
and September BOT meetings totalled
$561,797.

•

Foundations contributed $257,246 to
UMaine, individuals donated $179,721,
and t.,,,w1,ations gave S118,315 -An-ad
ditional $6,515 was listed under "other"
contributors.

;

Many students at UMaine will be affected by, or qualify for, one or more of
the contributions and scholarships. The
t\

.lii addition, Weyerhaeuser Company
donated $12,000 to the chemical
engineering department. •
Sixteen new accounts were established at UMaine, covering a variety of student interests and needs.
Four of these diverse funds include the
The Class of 1934 Non-Traditional Student Emergency Fund, the University
Singers Gift Account, the Hearing and
Speech Laboratory Fund, and the Dr.
Lawrence M. Cutler Nursing Scholarship
Fund.

1

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) —
The space shuttle Atlantis, freed from
technical and leagal barriers, was
declared read) for a Tuesday launch with
its nuclear—powered cargo. NASA said
it expected neither weather nor
demonstrators to interfere.
"The vehicle is in good shape, the crew
is ready to go fly and the weather looks
have a good chance to get airlike
borne," NASA administrator Richard
H. Truly said Monday. "It's been a long
haul for this mission.".
The launch from the seaside pad at
the Kennedy Space Center is scheduled
for 12:57 p.m.
aCtiviStS. concerned
Enviro
that an accidejit..uld spread nuclear
lioison int —the -atmosphere,
demonstrated at a gate leading to the
Kennedy Space Center headquarters,
and eight were arrested.
"This is just only the beginning of the
government's plan to use nuclear power
and weapons in space, including in the

the Star Wars program," said Jane
Brown of the Florida Coalition for Peace
and Justice.
The coalition is one of three groups
that lost a suit to stop the launch in U.S.
District Court last week. A three—judge
panel of the U.S. Court of Appeals in
Washington upheld the judge Monday,
saying his ruling was not appealable.
The protesters vowed to infiltrate a
30-by-I0 mile security zone and stop the
launch. NASA had 200 armed security
guards in the area and there were sea and
airborne patrols.
Galileo, weighing 6,700 pounds, will
be released from Atlantis' cargo bay 6
1/2 hours after the ship is in orbit, the
star OT a Six-year. 24 billion-mile journey
to Jupiter, the largest planet in the solar
'
•
system.
Electricity to run the space probe will
come from two nuclear power packs,
each loaded with 24.7 pounds of
plutonium-238. NASA has used such
(see SPACE

Answer: An alchohol overdose is sometimes called akhohol poisoning
What students don't relliae sometimes is that akhohol is a toxic drug
and can cause death if too much is ingested at any one time. If someone
who has been dnniung appears stuperous or comatose they wukt hAye_ _
wrdarsed on akhohoi SEEK HEIP IMMEDIATELY.
For more information about Substance Abuse Services, or to submit a question for this
daily column, stop by the Cutler Health Center, or call 581-4016.

MONDAYS, 11-12 NOON & TUESDAYS 12-1 PM
NUTTER LOUNGE, MEMORIAL UNION
Bring your lunch, meet one another, share your student
experiences, learn about resources designed for you.

Call our office for this week's
programming information
-

Our new recording will give you the
dates, times, and admission fees
for the current week's
Union Board events

STOP

page II)

ALCONOL AWAILIINMSS MONTI!
Question: Someone m my dorrn was taken- by ambulance to St foseptrs Hill); because
ol an akhohol overdoSe. I know, they were pretty out of it. What ts an akhohol overdose9

NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENT
GET-TOGETHER

Call: 581-1735

A

Atlantis scheduled for
controversial take-off

*QiimS0 %Q.91 vaieS0 "Qr9P

The Union Board offers you
a, new student service

The

COMMUTER STUDENT
GET-TOGETHER
WEDNESDAYS, 1-2 PM
NUTTER LOUNGE, MEMORIAL UNION
Bring your Tunch, meet other commuters, share your
student experiences - Come and meet each other!

COMMUTER SERVICES OFFICE:
EVENING HOURS ARE NOW AVAILABLE IN THE
UNION ON TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY EVENINGS
4:30 - 7:00 PM
AFDC/ASPIRE CLIENTS
MONDAY, OCT. 23 at 1:00 PM
HAM ROOM. MEMORIAL UNION
Meet to discuss issues & problems about these
programs. Representatives from Pine Tree Legal,
TDC. ASPIRE and WED' will be present to tato'
your input to Augusta. All are wdcorne'

-Single Parent Support Groups
Ti-LsDAYs 11 AM - HAM.ROOM, MEMORIAL UNION or
WEDNESDAYS 3 PM - 1912 ROOM, UNION or
THURSDAYS 10:30 AM - STUDENT CENTER (BANGOR CAMPUS)
Fed the stress of parenting & studying? Meet
°then who can share experiences and offer support.
For more information, contact Commuter
Services, Memorial Union, 581-1820.
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UM award winners
texilm
A

The Steve Gould Award at UM

:

Jane
Peace

W. Murrary Bain of Orono, professor of microbiology at the University of Maine, and Susan L. Sampson
of Eureka, Calif,, i senior majoring
in social work, are recipients of the
Steve Gould Award for outstanding
service to the university and its ideals.
The award, presented Oct. 7 during UMaine Homecoming Weekend,
is given to people who demonstrate
superior qualities of unselfish dedication and compassionate service on
behalf...Jal_the—u.nixezsity----asui-community.
Bain, a member of UMaine faculty since 1959, has served on numerous
university committees as well as being a facult-y—division leader and campaign chairperson for United. Way
and vice chairperson of the United
Way of Penobscot Valley. Bain also is
an active supporter of Maine hockey
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Sue Sampson and W. Murray Bain are the 1989 recipients of the Steve Gould
Award for outstanding service to the university and the community.

and serves as a board member of
Treats Fails House Inc. in Orono,
which provides facilities for mentally
retarded adults.
Sampson, an attendant and coordinator for the University Volunteer
Ambulance Corps, has been an active
participant in many communityrelated programs. She served as a
translator for Mexican students at the
Asa Adams School in Orono,
counselor at a camp for severe emotionally disturbed children, worked in
an orphanage in Mexico, and assisted
a quadriplegic.
- The annual award was created in 194 by family and friends of thelate
Steve Gould of Stillwater, a retired
Maine State Police officer, former
director of the UMaine Police and
Safety Division, and an avid UMaine
and community supporter.
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Health Professions Guest Speaker

I

Thursday, October 19
5:00 PM
FFA Room
Memorial Union
Dr. Bernard Lepri
Pennsylvania College of Optometry
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Buy a 14K ring at a 10K price.
Wednesday, Oct. 18
Shows: 6:30 and 9:00 pm
Admission: $2.00
Cash bar with I.D.

Now,five richly detailed
Warranty.They're
men's and women's 14K
all 14K
gold rings from ArtCarved
gold at 10K
are on sale at 10K prices'
prices. That's
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Editorial
Keeping the torch
of liberty burning

T

he Chinese protests calling for more democracy are
all but a memory, it seems, but recent events in East
Germany appear to be carrying the torch.
Hundreds of thousands of people have been parading
through the streets of Leipzig, East Germany chanting
"Gorby! Gorby!" as they search for the perestroika colcepts he embodies.
The East German government under the hard-line leader-

of r''':
V.1111tS
-..4)=er.
1

10-14:1•1-1;1•1 sociaiii.t

line, but

the government has ex-prissed its willingness to be "open to
discussions."
How can a government ignore hundreds of thousands of
demonstrators?
In May, the world witnessed demonstrations of this
magnitude in Beijing and watched in collective horror as
the protestors were quelled by troops and ammunition.
The demand for democracy seems to be a trend in nations which are having problems maintaining socialist or
communist governments.
In the Soviet Union, more and more people are allowed
to be open with their opinions, and even the Soviet press is
gradually starting to have a looser leash as stories about
aliens and faith healers make the headlines.
Gorbachev's glasnost or "openness" appears to be paying
off for the Soviet image. Why haven't other socialist or
communist nations taken this stance or at least tried to
make it work based on results in the Soviet Union?
Last week, the East German government "called on its
people to refrain from street demonstrations!' The people
chose to ignore this (a policy much like the government's)
and demonstrated last night in Leipzig despite the "call."
This is encouraging for a nation that is so strife with'
economic and political turmoil. .
Its people are willing to be arrested for their -beliefs,
showing bravery similar to the Chinese protestors. Let's
hope a Beijing consequence, the introduction of police to
maintain order, doesn't happen in East Germany.

PoiNtY- HEADED,THREE- EYED EXTRATERRESTRIALS,
TNE SOVIET UNION LAST WEEK,
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There's fun to be had

"UMaine is boring. There's
nothing to do. I came here
because I heard 'this was a
rockin' campus. What a beat
scene.
Sound familiar? Hang
around the Union for a few
minutes and you'll quickly be
.acquainted with these grumbles.
And every now and then one of
these complaints filters into the
campus media.
.Last Tuesday a gentleman
voiced his opinion in the Daily
Maine Campus about the lack
of activity on campus. This is
fine, he has a right to his opinion, but he obviously isn't putting much effort into finding
fun things to do.
I took about 10 seconds out
of my day to jot down some of
the things that are available on
campus. I came up with a
modest page full; people would
be out straight for days if they
were to do a quarter of the list.
vol. 105
no. 27
d.•• (),14,her 17 19X9
Have you ever hung off a 30
rock with ropes as your
foot
A
sole protector? Fingers throb
and muscles tense as you scale
Jonathan Bach
the rock higher and higher. Take
Editor
a minute to rest and notice the
glorious landscape bursting
with orange, yellow, green and
William Fletcher
red. A hawk dashes out from
Business Manager
behind a mountain. Watch as
the elegant bird soars in the stiff
breeze.
Does this sound at all enticLisa Cline, Assistant Editor
ing? Visit the Maine Bound ofSteve Pappas, Managing Editor
fice across from the Bear's Den
Eric Roach, Assistant Business Manager
in the Union and the folks in
Doug Vanderweide, City Editor
there will hook you up with
Dan Bustard, Sports Editor
almost any outdoor adventure
Damon Kiesow, Opinion Editor
you could dream .of.
Tammy Hartford, Magazine Editor
There's beauty beyond the
John Baer, Photo Editor
campus. The small
UMaine
Galen Pert", Kathy Marconi, Ad Managers
pimples of hills around here are
Beth Boucher, Ad Production Manager
no where near as magnificent as
Ralph Bartholomew, Ad Production Manager
hilly
the
regions of Bar
Harbor, and Park's Pond Campground in Clifton, which is 35
The Daily Maine Campus is published five times a week at.the University of
minutes from campus by car.
Maine. Offices are in the basement of Lord Hall, Suite 7A, UMaine, Orono,
If money is real tight and you
• Me., 04069. Telephone numbers: Editor, 581-1271; Advertising, 581-1273:
don't have a vehicle, try runn• Subscriptions, Accounts, 581-1272; Newsroom, 581-1267, 1269. 1270; Sports,
581-1268. Printed at the Ellsworth American, Inc:, Ellsworth. Mc (c)Copyright
ing or walking in the corn fields
1989, The Daily Maine Campus. All rights reserved.
behind Hilltop. The fields have
recently been stripped of corn

The Daily Maine Campus

Cl

Rhonda Morin
stocks, malting it possible to see
acres of bare land. Approach
the fields quietly and you may
catch a glimpse of six whitetailed deer that frequently roam
the edge of the forest and graze
in the grassy fields. It's fun to
compete with the deer in a stare
down. If you're patient, the deer
will appear to lose interest and
return to their nibbling.
Got a mountain bike, skis, or
running shoes? Try some of the
winding trails stretched
throughout the forest near the
walkers' path. All of the trails
end somewhere in Orono or Old
Town, so don't be afraid to explore. Mountain bike enthusiasts meet most every day in
front of the black bear by the
Memorial Gymnasium for
romps in the mud or for
whatever else can be discovered.
What if the outdoors is not
your idea of a good time?
There's plenty more. The activities and organization crew
tell me there's 150 things to do
on campus. This number includes
everything
from
sororities to Circle K, and from
Off Campus Board to Senior
Skulls.
Whetstone, an alternative
newspaper put together by the
OCB, is looking for creative
stories and poems for its Oc-tober publication. The English
departments's Maine Review is
also seeking student talent for
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the spring issue.
Perhaps what you've really
been looking for is something
to do in between classes. Check
into the Union, it's usually
bustling
with
activity
throughout the day (and evening). Lunchtime talks about
current or past affairs, theater
productions and comedy nights
are just a few of the things to
If a little intellectual stimulatitis what K)iirve-been craving, sit in on the honors talk on
Monday afternoon at 3 p.m,It
is here where you can be introduced to Marxist thought.
Plato's writings and the
Chinese Government.
Movies are frequently shown
on campus. All you need to do
is drag your body to the showing and plop down in a chair.
No major physical or mental effort is required. Just show up,
take it in and perhaps you'll be
roused into a discussion with a
buddy.
I would recommend Maine
Peace Action films. The next
one is Wednesday at 12:10 p.m.
in the Union. Check out posters
on the board across from the
den for other films times.
Only the tip of the iceburg
has been touched here. Take a
fey minutes out of the day to
read some of the fliers posted
on walls around campus for fun
things to do.
Go to a soccer or football
game or running race. This
spring, the Woodsmen Team
will hold a regional meet here
on campus. Women and men
race against time sawing huge
logs and tossing axes at targets
with keen precision.
And if all else fails, sit down
with a friend, have a cup of tea
or a beer and talk. Maybe
together you can both come up
with something to do.
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Rhonda Morin, a senior
journalism studentfrom Maine,
makes it a point to run through
the woods stomping in mud
puddles at least once a week.
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Response
CIA personal choice
To the editor:
Excuse me, but could someone
please tell me why it's so important to get the CIA thrown off
campus? - "Because," says a voice
from the back of the room,"the
CIA is Evil!"
----"Pheyirr -involved in drug
trafficking.. assassination, torture, and the buying and selling
of small children!"
Okay. So.
"Well!" continues the same
voice in a tone of self-righteous
indignation, "I think that what
the CIA is doing is wrong, and
it's my right to have them
thrown off campus!" ,
That statement is completely
false.
--- --I'm sorry, but you have just
commited the first most
grievous error of self-righteous
indignant people, which lists as
follows: It is not within.the
rights of an individual, or group
of individuals, to make decisions which affect some larger
group, unless all members of
the group in question have given
you their express consent.
(Preferably in writing).
"Well!" the voice lashes back
even more self-righteously, even
more indignantly, "They DO
agree with what I'm doing, or
they'd have spoken out against
me!"
Strike two.
You have just committed the
second most grievous error of

self-riglgeous,indignant people.
Which is: In any LARGE group
of people (generally massing
1,000 individuals) the vast majority is either apathetic or
•
doegirrcare.
"There," chuckles the voice
smugly to itself, "you've just
stabbed yourself in the back. If
the majority doesn't cart one
way or the other, then it won't
matter whether I make decisions for everyone or not."
Strike three.
The third most grievous error
of self-righteous indignant people is: The beliefs held by any
one outspoken individual or
group will always be in direct
conflict with the beliefs held by
at least one member of the majority.
Beliefs that are just as valid
as your own. Therefore it is
wrong to impose your beliefs
upon the majority.
Case in point: Why do you
suppose the CIA keeps corning
to UMaine to recruit? It certainly isn't because they enjoy
harassment from groups like
MPAC. So why do they come.
One would be led to believe that
it must be because they keep
getting new recruits.
Intelligent, well educated individuals who quite obviously
disagree thoroughly with what
you hold to be true. Mind you,
there's no reason you can't try
to sway the opinion of these in_
dividuals. - Perhaps you can persuade

them that you are right, and
they'll decide that they don't
want to be recruited by the CIA
after all, then again perhaps
not.
-r—Either way, it's their right to
make their own decisions. For
better or for worse, each person
must decide. Don't try to take
that right away.
Yours in freedom,

a person to study more than
that, can you?
Just look at all those janitors
The editorial of October 10
("Give Students a Break") and maids and receptionists
lamented students'-having to at- who-I-id-Monday off. They get
tend classes on a holiday(Mon- ALL the federal holidays off.
day October 9). Of course, it They also get their FULL
would be very easy to give "the vacations-every year, too. That
occasional Monday" off. Just means they may get as much as
cut the school semester to 13 a total of three or perhaps even
weeks. That would allow FIVE FULL WEEKS away
another 4 or 5 Mondays off. Of from work. And the poor overcourse, there would still be the worked students only get a
problem of classes and final ex- measly 22 weeks vacation with
ams coming too close to the present calendar!
Seriously, the semester was 15
Christmas. Then again, it is terribly inconvenient to start weeks when I attended UM
classes so soon after Labor Day. years ago. Now it has been
Perhaps we should start the fall reduced to 14 weeks plus finals.
semester a week later. After all, There is no possible way that
surely 11 weeks of classes are you can learn the same amount
of material int, 14 weeks that you
enough for a semester.
Besides, there are two full could in 15. We have lowered
weeks (almost!) of final exams our standards, and that is a
in addition to all those weeks of disservice to our students.
The problem is that Labor
classes. That makes a year of
Day and Christmas come too
study that is 24 full weeks.
And in a 52-week year, that close together; it is not possible
leaves only a measly 28 weeks of to get more than 15 weeks of
vacation. You really can't expect classes and exams in that time

Letters to the editor should be 300 words or less, and
guest columns about 450 words. For verification purposes.
a name, address, and phone number must accompany letters.

It's not often that I take
space on the response page
for "editor's notes," but
when I think an injustice has
been done, I'll make
exceptions.
It was incorrectly stated
that Alpha Tau Omega was
a co-sponsor of an upcoming
blood drive with Gamma
Simi! Sigma.
It should have
PHI Omega ai the .co-

sponsor. A correction was
put in the paper the next day,
but it too said it was Alpha
TIM Omega who was the
co-sponsor.
Mistakes are inevitable,
but this one was inexcusable
Sorry to the brothers at APO
and the sisters at Gamma Sig
for the inconvenience.

readtAlpha

Jonathan Bach, editor

R.C. Philbrick
Bangor

"Freshman" not trivial
To the editor:

they are not the same thing.
3. Orono, Maine is indeed
A few comments for Beth
part of the "real world."
Washburn:
There is no requirement that a
1. Enough people "cared or
place must be in upheaval, at
noticed something as trivial" as
war, or otherwise miserable for
sexist language to overwhelm- -it to be "real." Orono is not so
ingiy pass last year's referen- ,..perfect
,
or so tar removed that
dum to rewrite the Maine State it is above the problems (inConstitution to eliminate all cluding sexism) which plagues
such language,
every other community. Unless
you live in Disneyland, you are
2. Equality is not a matter of
in
the real world.
genetics; it is a matter of
4.
I would glacily rafister for
philosophical, social, and
political ideals and rights. By the draft - only the govOrnment
your reasoning, it would follow doesn't draTi women.
And now, to David Vetter:
that blacks will never be equal
1. Your statement, "This
to whites, as that is also
"genetically impossible". It is author has taken the time to get
also ridiculous - even you the facts" should be changed to,
should be able to see that. Don't "This author has taken the time
confuse wanting to be equal to get a fact." All you did
with 'anting tO-beideiitical; was look up -"freshman" in the
dictionary. You didn't bother to
read - even find out - about
dozens of studies done by
linguists,
_sociologists,
historians, and - psychologists
(among others) which have
period. There are solutions
found time and time again that
other than the short intensive
the use of gender-bias language
fall semester we now have, but
interferes with the clear comthey all are either inconvenient
prehension of a statement,
Thoroughly disliked.
di
:
especially among young
One could have three
children. 1 assure you that these
10-or-11-week quarters with
studies exist and that the results
three final exam periods, the
support my position.
first in the fall and the other
2. Sexism, along with any
two starting in January and enother form of discrimination, is
ding late in June. The old
an important issue. No degree
schedule started the fall
of discrimination against
semester later in September and
anyone, anywhere, is ever
ended in mid-January, realizing
acceptable.
the full 15 weeks plus finals.
3. The people who find the
Then spring semester ran from
the first of February into early
June. The third alternative is
two 13-week semesters (plus
finals) and a January 4-week intersession in which one would
normally carry one 4-credit
course. Any of these plans
would return the university to
30 weeks of classes again.
So, Mr. Kiesow, which plan
would you prefer? Or can you
come up with your own positive
solution to the fall crunch
dilemma? I personally would
like to see you again receiving
a full measure of education.
How about you?

Semester too short
lb the'editor:

Correction

word "freshman" sexist are not
the only ones on campus in an
"uproar." Those who, don't
want it changed-like yourself,
Ms. Washburn, and Brock
Kwiatkowsky - are in just as
much of an "uproar" to keep it
as the others are to change it-, — •
To both of you:
I. Regardless of what you,I.
or anyone else thinks, the word
"freshman" is no longer
recognized by this university.
Period.
2. Take a speech class, or talk
to any-Oithe instructors in that
department (even the men).
They will tell you the genderbiased language is no longer acceptable, and they will tell you
why--far better than I can.
Maybe you'll believe them.
3. You call me petty for
"complaining" about such a
"trivial" thing. In responding to
my comments, then, you
yourselves must also be petty,
and have time to "sit around
and think about the stupidest
things to complain about" as I
do (or you say I do); you both
took the time to consider the
subject and your opinions on it
and write letters to the editor. If
the entire issue itself is what is
trivial, than it shouldn't matter
which side you're on.
P.S. By thpray, Beth, my major is Broadcast Production,
and I have a 4.0 cumulative.
What's your G.P.A.?
Tracey • Richardson
Oxford Hall

Got a gripe?
Write a letter
to the Daily

Clayton W. Dodge
Professor of Mathematics

Maine
Campus!

The Dai
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radioactive fuel on 22 previous flights.
Three have been involved in accidents,
but no plutonium was released.

by Matt Lewis

The space agency said in court last
week that detailed studies show the
chances of release of radiocative

0
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material are statistically low and that the
environmentalists'
fears
are
unwarranted.
-TherniSSIOn was originally planned to
begin in 1982, but was delayed, first by
money troubles and then by the explo-
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sion of the space shuttle Challenger. The
cost of the project to date is $1.5 billion, —
NASA said.

Tooth and Justice

:t•

by

Shaarion Wheeler

"Gallieo's been a long time in coming
and it's delightful to sit here and be

Welt Thanks .
Cor
gettint oCP

ready to fly," said Lennard Fisk, _—
NASA's chief scientist. "These are very
exciting times for space science in
general. Magellan is on its way to Venus,
Voyager is on its way to interstellar space
having gone by Neptune, Galileo is sitting on the pad and there is even more
to come."
Astronaut Donald Williams is the
commander of the crew of five. The
others are Mike McCulley, the pilot, and
mission specialists Shannon Lucid, Ellen
Baker and Franklin Chang-Diaz.

SHOE

Their liftoff was scheduled for last —
Thursday, but one of the shuttle's engine

by JeffhfacAfelly

computers malfunctioned and had to be
replaced. The countdown for Tuesday's
launch began at 12:01 a.m. Monday.

r

In December 1995, a 737-pound probe is to be released from Galileo and
plunge into Jupiter's cloud layers to take
the first samples of the Jovian
atmosphere.
The main Galileo craft will enter an
orbit around the planet still holds much
of the material, in its original state, from
which the sun and planets formed 4.6
billion years ago.

Calvin and Hobbes
1 I4EARD NAT BIG CATS
DotiT

Planners say the craft's examination
of Jupiter will be the most scientifically
rich interplanetary mission yet. The pictures it relays will be up to 1,000 times
sharper than those obtained by the
Voyager spacecraft.
"It is indeed a correct statement to
make," said Fisk, "that this is the second golden age of space science for the
United States."

by Bill Watterson
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Noted alumnus honored at UM
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John J. Murray Jr. of Cedar Rapids,
Iowa, noted researcher, scholar, college
professor and author, was honored as
the 1989 Alumni Career Award recipient
'during Homecoming Weekend at the
University of Maine.
A member of the UMaine Class of
1937, Murray was knighted by King
Baudouin of Belgium in 1981 for his invaluable contribution to the understanding of the history and culture of
Flanders in.writing the universally acclaimed book, "Flanders and England:
The Influence of the Low Countries on
llidor-Stuart England."
Ai- a Fultiright Scholar at the University of Leiden in the Netherlands during
the early 19,50s, he was struck by the
similarities \ in the architecture and
culture of the Low Countries and what
he had observed in England.
Murray wrote the book after years of
pioneering research.
A native of Bath, Murray was a
UMaine honor student who was a
member of the Senior Skulls and Kappa Sigma fraternity. And he captured the
state 100-and 220-yard_dash champion-.
ships as a member of the 1937 UMaine
track team.
After graduation, Murray earned a
master's degree from the University of
Indiana and a Ph.D. in Scandinavian
history from the University of California at Los Angeles.
He served as editor at Douglas Aircraft and later taught at the University
of Indiana, Ohio State University,
Nothwestern University, UCLA, and
Coe College in Cedar Rapids.
IN =IN

Nt am
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The 1989 Alumni Cartier Award was gis,en to
At Coe,-Ii served as chairperson in
the History and Political Science departments from 1955-1973 and was the college's first faculty member to be awarded the Henrietta Arnold Endowed Chair
in history.
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John J. Murray Jr. during Homecoming weekesd.

In his field of study, Murray has written 13 books, 60 articles and more than
400 book reviews.
His numerous academic distinctions
include three-time fellow at Folger

Shakespeare Library, John Guggenheim
Fellow, International Biographical
Association Fellow, and fellow of the
historical societies in England,
Netherlands and Sweden.
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INTERVIEWERS COME TO YOU
College Recruiting Day is Thursday, December7-at the Bangor Civic Center
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Over 20 companies are participating - Cigna Corporation, State of Maine,
Kay-Bee Toys, Fleet Bank.. and more!
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HOW TO APPLY FOR INTERVIEWS
Submit resumes by THURSDAY, OCTOBER 19
i Participating Companies:
I

'Ciin Drug Stores/Oseo Drug

Fabri-Centers of America/Jo-Ann Fabrics

Northwestern Mutual Life Ins. Co.

Ames Department Stores

Fleet Bank of Maine

Peoples I tentage Bank

Iinioks Drug,Inc.

Foot I.ocker

Russ Berrie & Company

•
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Internal-Revenue Service, OIL ()I the Iteg'l Inspector
Kay-lice "l'oys
liberty Mutual Insurance Group
Metropolitan tile Insurance
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I )cad River I'. & 1 Gallo Winery
I leetronic Data Systems()MS)
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Where to apply?
The Career Center
Wingate Hall
581-1359
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Wakeland ooking ahead to '92 Olympics

foi

by Dan
Staff Wri

b!TRholida Morin
Staff Writer
Tim Wakeland got a taste of the 1988
Olympics without the chance to properly
rain for his- steeplechase -event-- Now he's determined to burst into the
running scene in time for the 1992 world
events.
--ftv-the- mem/time, the new fat=e- in University of Maine's training room is
burning up the pavement -on-the local
road race circuit.
Wakcland, 24, who was born in' Kittery and now calls Dover-Foxcroft home,
is volunteering his tirre at the University cf Maine training reom this year in
an effort to become a certified trainer.
Once his schooling, is out ot the way, it's
back to his alma Male, - Iowa State
University - for some serious stuff.
Wakeland's-dream is to be able to run
at an international level, and he's confident that goal is within reach in the
steeplechase event.
"Right now, 1 'realize I'm three to four
years off that (international) level:'
Wakeland said. Once he's baCk at Iowa
State training with some of the best international runneis., Wakeland thinks he
can regain a competitive frame of mind.
The steeplechase is an exhausting
-3,000 meters (1.8 miles) race lined with
28 barriers, each 2-feet-8 inches tall and
eight feet long. In addition, there are
seven barriers that have water on one
side of them. In all, runners have—ro- Tim Wakeland (right) is working in the
jump over 35 barriers without touching
the hurdles with their hands. The baring event," Wakeland said. "Usually
riers are solid, five-by-five pieces of
half of the race is a mental game."
lumber that don't give like traditional
For now, the 5-foot-10, 135-pound
hurdles do, Wakeland said.
runner is training for road races. He
"It takes so long to be proficient in the
recently won the Pepsi-Cola 10k race in
steeplechase. because it is such a gruelBangor and plans tot-1-M the Great Pum-

4--

photo by Brian Campb

University of Maine training room, but his sights are set on the 1992 Olympics.
pkin 10k Race in Saco at the end of October. "For now I want to have fun and
train when I can because I'm working a
lot."
Wakeland credits his dad for getting
him interested in running. "He Wanted

to get me ready for track in the
spring." Though he was having fun
playing football and basketball, he
decided to take his dad's advice.
His dad may have _been hoping
(see WAICELAND page 12)
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Black Bears face Bates College,need help for NAC
UMaine will need help to qualify for
post-season la in the conference

photo by Scott LeClair

The University of Maine soccer team has to wait and see if the North Atlantic Conference playoffs are attainable. The Black Bears must defeat the
University of Hartford Sunday and hope the University of New Hampshire
loses to Boston University and Northeastern University.

by Andy Bean
Staff Writer
The University of Maine men's soccer team travels to Lewiston today to
take on Bates College.
The Black Bears play two nonleague games this week, but the
players will have Sunday's crucial conference game against the University of
Hartford in the back of their minds.
They need to beat the Hawks to have
a chance at making the North Atlantic Conference playoffs.
For UMaine to earn the final
playoff spot, it has to beat Hartford
and the University of New Hampshire
has to lose its last two conference
games against Boston University and
Northeastern University.
UMaine is 7-5-1 overall and 1-3 in
the NAC.
The loss that hurt them the most
was a 4-1 setback against UNH. That
is the Wildcats' only league victory.
If UNH can defeat either BU or Northeastern, it will beat out UMaine for
the final spot in the tournament
because of the head-to-head
tiebreaker.
"It comes down to playing one
game of poor soccer," UMaine
head coach Jim Dyer said, referring
to the UNH loss.
UMaine's other two league losses

were 1-0 decisions against Boston
University and the University of
Vermont.
Dyer said, "The results of our
games- 1.ci taint), have nothing to
with our quality of play." But, he
said, "If we're going to win those
games against a Boston University or
a Vermont, we have to be able to score
goals ourselves."
Today, UMaine goes up against a
1-5-3 Bates team. But the Bobcats
have upset the Black Bea13iii
past. The series between the two
teams stands at 1-1.
Bates won the first meeting, 1-0,
two years ago in Lewiston. UMaine
won last year's contest 2-0.
The young Bobcat team is lead by
sophomore forward Kip Van Valkenburgh (two goals, two assists) and
freshman forward Galen Averinos
(two goals).
In goal for Bates will be senior J.P.
Fingado. The co-captain has a 1.1
goals against average and two
shutouts.
UMaine's Charles Carroll (three
goals, one assist), Michael McGuire
(one goal, five assists) and John
Mello (three goals, one assist) will
lead the Black Bear attack.
UMaine will meet Fairfield University in Falmouth on Friday before taking on Hartford Sunday in Orono.
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Black Bears ranked
fourth in the nation
by Dan Bustard
Staff Writer
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if that ever happens."
Saturday's game may be the final
home game for Buck and his fellow
Although Coach Tom Lichtenberg 'seniors, barring a playoff game in Orono
was not happy with his team after kite
in November.
University of Maine trounced its oppoWhen asked if he had thought about
nent as usual on Saturday, the mood was
yOuTd
it, ikuIid "Not until now. Ti—
jovial at the football press conference
like to go out on a good note."
Monday.
On the subject of UConn, which has
And why not, as UMaine thumped on
split its last two games, both in overtime,
Rhode Wand 47-21 to improve its recordwith M-assachusetts and Villanova,
to 7-0, 5-0 in the Yankee Conference. The
Lichtenberg was his usual humorous
Black Bears are now ranked fourth in the\ self.
country in tivision I-AA.
"I'll tell you one thing, it's going to be
The only team ranked ahead of
a war with Connecticut. I just hope we
have enough bullets."
UMaine with a loss is Furman, but the
only loss is to Division I power Clemson.
Strong safety Claude Pettaway feels
"We didn't play as good as in previous
the Huskies have the total package
games," Lichtenberg said. "Why? I
offensively.
don't know, but those (reasons) would
"No doubt they have a great quarterbe excuses."
back (Matt DeGennaro)," Pettaway
Maybe U Maine did not quite play up
said. "They can run and pass, so the
to snuff, but the big- play people, Carl
defense will have to play honest!' Smith, Mike Buck, etc., continue to
Buck said the team will have some excome through.
tra interest in the UConn game, since
"You can't expect the big play to carry
UMaine lost a tough 28-21 decision in
you each week," Lichtenberg said.
Storrs last year.
"You hope it doesn't stop. But if you
"If we had won that game, we might
take care of the little things, the big
have tied for the Yankee Conference tithings will take care of themselves.
tle. We'd like to pay them back. It is a
"Someone told me once that elephants
good test, to see if we are really as good
don't bite, and mosquitoes do," added
as we claim to be!'
Lichtenberg with a smile.
The injury report on placekicker
With the University of Connecticut
Lance McCleish was good, and he was
coming to town Saturday, Lichtenberg
at practice Monday with a supportive
was asked if the lack of playing in a close
collar around his injured neck.
game could hurt the Black Bears. -- Lichtenberg -was-not -toe-happy with
"I don't want any tight games. On the
the no-call on the late hit which injured
other hand, I would say yes, if I knew
Mcaeish.
that we would come back and win."
"That's not football. Maybe I don't
UMaine has yet to trail in a game all
belong if that's football."
year.
The special teams, considered the
"It is not a concern," quarterback
team's weak point early on, has come to
Mike Buck, who still leads both Div. 1
the point where they are another weapon
and I-AA in passing efficiency, said.
in the Black Bear arsenal.
"Well have the charide—
URI did not cover the wide man in an
r to come back,

Petty's Pizza Restaurant
TAKE OUT * DELIVERY * SIT DOWN
SEATING FOR 50

NOW SERVING BEER
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extra point, which was quickly coliVerted
into two points.
Special teams coach John Baxter gave
three
— reasons for thiimProvementw"The head coach allows us to be
good," Baxter said. "He gives us the
time to practice. Second, the coaches are
involved, and third, we have winners on
this -team."
But when asked to describe his extrapoint strategy, Baxter hedged.
"I'd love to explain it, but it wouldn't
be a quirk then. Obviously, we could do
more things out of it."
Black Bear notes
Lichtenberg, Buck and Pettaway gave
some interesting comments on a home
playoff game, which would occur
Thanksgiving weekend.
"The weather would be the 12th
man," Pettaway said. "I'd love to have
a playoff game here regardless. It would
be to our advantage, unless the team is
from Alaska."
"There's no place like home,"
Lichtenberg said. "But there are a lot of
ifs. If we are in the top four, that is a
plus. But if the weather is so bad, and
schools out, and some other criteria, it

UMaine
Villanor a
Connecticut
Boston University
Delaware
New Hampshire
Massachusetts
Rhode Island
Richmond

5-0
3-1
2-1
2.1
2-2
1-2
1-3
1-3
0-4

won't matter.
"If we were number one, and it was
10 below and snowing, 1
knov, it
I want to play here. But I know one
thing. I'd sure like toplay Georgia
Southern up here."
'I'd like to play at home," Buck
said. "Bring them up here. We deservc
it if we are ranked that high."
Lichtenberg is the winningest firstyear coach in the nation currently, and
a win Saturday would enable UMaine to
tie the longest streak in the school's
history and most wins in a season.
Smith and Buck still lead their respective categories. For Smith, his 1,152 yards
are the most in either Div. I or I-AA.
The school record is 1,622 yards held
by Lorenzo Bouier (1980). Smith holds
the record for rushing touchdowns and
touchdowns in a season (15) and- total
points (96).
He also has two of the top three
rushing days in Division 1-AA with his
254-yard game against Rhode Island and
the 227-yard effort against UMass placing second and third nationally.
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Fettucini or
Ziti (tubular pasta)
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Tomato (no meat)
Marinara
Mushroom Marinara
Meat Sauce
White Clam Sauce
Red Clam Sauce
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qemorial Gym
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•Wakeland
Wakeland would follow in his footsteps
and obtain a running scholarship from
an elite university. Before he entered the
Air Force, Wakeland's dad attended Purdue University on scholarship. He ran a
4:17 mile in the 1950s while in college.

(continued from page 10)

At his Nebraska high school, the
younger Wakeland collected a variety of
awards, records and championship titles.
He was a six-time state champion,
once in cross country, five in track. He
was one second shy of the state record

Drexel to enter NAC in 1991
, Drexel University of Philadelphia,

7

-

of our championships."
I-know-That 1 speak for the entire
to join the North Atlantic Conference
North Atlantic family in welcoming
beginning in the 1991-92 academic year,
Drexel into our conference," stated IrNAC Commissioner Stu Haskell anwin Cohen, Northeastern University
-- — Direclor orrAthIetid -and'RAC Presinounced' Monday. Drexel will join Boston University, the
dent. "Drexet Is 'widely blown for the
University of Hartford, the University of
breadth and quality of its intercollegiate
Maine, the University of New Hampathletics program and its solid reputashire, Northeastern University and the
tion as a member of Division I.
University of Vermont. Colgate, a cur"More significantly, it is recognized as
a fine educational institution, devoted to
rent member, will re-align with the newly formed Colonial League next season.
teaching and research with a number of
Drexel will compete in all of the chamoutstanding schools for specialized
pionships currently sponsored by the
studies and professions."
NAC: Baseball, basketball, cross coun"Because Drexel University has evolvtry, golf, track and field, soccer and tened
into a major comprehensive
nis for men, basketball, cross country,
track and field and tennis for women. technological institution, it is only appropriate that our students compete in
In 1991-92, volleyball, softball and
athletics
with schools of similar size and
swimming will be added to the list.
academic
scope," Drexel President
day
for
the
North
"This is a red letter
Richard
D.
Breslin said.
Atlantic Conference," Haskell said.
"We
think
out student-athletes will
"Drexel, in terms of the full range of
benefit
tremendousTy
from The enhancprograms,
will
academic and athletic
ed level of competition and that the
contribute strongly to our growth.
Drexel community will establish friend"I feel this relationship will be mutually
rivalries with the other conference
ly beneficial to all parties and that the
members."
Dragons will be very competitive in all

in the 1,600 meters and two seconds
short of the 3,200 meters.
Wakeland was recruited by 30 cOlteges,
including Mississippi, Nevada-Las
Vegas, Oregon and Yale.
Upon graduation in 1988, Wakeland
called up the United States Olympic
Committee and asked if he could be
entered into the Olympic trials in the
steeplechase. His best time of 8:42 at
Iowa State was three seconds slower than
the qualifying time.
The USOC said no, so Wakeland took
some time off and was running 50.to &V
miles of easy distance. One week before
the trials, the Olympic committee called and said they had lowered the
Qualification time and that-Vikeland
was welcome to attend the trials at Indianapolis University.
"I panicked. I knew I wasn't in any
kind of shape, especially for the
steeplechase, but I knew I wanted to go

to experience it," he said. "I tried to
sharpen up by doing 400s and 200s. I
didn't expect it to do much for me."
He ran, not. well, but he ran.
Wakeland said he -wasn't nervous,
because he knew he was running for
preparation in the 1992 Olympic trials.
"So now at '92 when I gq," he said
confidently, "I'll know what to expect."
Because Wakeland will be concentrating on one event, he expects to easily qualify for the trials and improve his
_
.
timer.
Wakeland says he was a "utility runner" in high school and college - running several races for team points"My,,,
coach had me run four eVents every meet
-(lit--high school): 1 did feel kind of
cheated because I never was able to run
any event fresh."
Wakeland is sure he'll be fresh and
rested for the '92 trials.
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UMaine golf team sixth in ECACs
From staff reports
The University of Maine golf team
had a strong showing at the 30th Eastern
College Athletic Conference champioships, placing sixth in a field of 15
teams.
Temple University won the two-day
event, edging out seven-time titlist Central Connecticut State 599 to 605.
Penn State finished third, while the
host school, St. John's University, was
fourth. Bryant College finished three
strokes ahead of UMaine.

A
46 i

Brian Lawton was the top Black Bear
golfer, tying for 17th overall with a total
of 153. Brett Porath tied for 21st (154).
Josh Chase (158), Bill Boyington (160)
and Tom Hansen 073) were the other
top UMaine performers.
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A total of 105 golfers competed in the
event, which was played at Bethpage
-State Park in Farmingdale, N.Y. .
, Ed Fernandes was the medalist, carding a 147, one shot better than Kyle
Ross and William Smith of Penn State
and Jim Israel of Yale University.
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Thursday, November 9th, 8:00 P.M., in the Pit!
UMaine Student Price: $10
General Public Price: $14
Tickets sales begin tomorrow, Wednesday, October 18th
at the Memorial Union Info Booth from 10-3:00!
Get your tickets while they last!
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